
Charge for Core Revision Task Forces 

Four task forces will work to provide details for Marquette’s revised Core curriculum. Each task force will 

address a specific tier of the Core curriculum.  Each task force is asked to develop a complete proposal 

for the tier that is in keeping with the larger narrative of this structure. Each tier is a part of a larger 

curriculum; therefore, each component must fit within and be consistent with this framework. (See 

Provost Update: (http://www.marquette.edu/common-studies-

revision/documents/ProvostupdateonCorerevision.pdf). To allow for coordination among the tiers, the 

task force leaders should meet throughout the process and each task force will be kept apprised of the 

work of the other task force groups.  

Guiding questions for every task force: 

1. What course design(s) will allow for students to accomplish/fulfill the learning outcomes? 

2. How can the expertise of the contributing disciplines be tied to an integrative experience for 

students? 

3. How will course design be made meaningful and relevant to today’s students? That is, how will 

students know that this course (content, methods, teaching approaches) matters and is 

necessary in their lives, professions, and communities? 

 

Specific Task Force Goal for Foundational Courses:  

This is the first of three tiers. The foundational courses should prepare students to examine the 

disciplines, their majors, and contemporary issues by drawing upon theological, philosophical, and 

rhetorical perspectives. Upon completion of the foundations courses, students should have the tools to 

communicate effectively in written, oral, and visual forms, and have an established framework for 

asking questions and analyzing their world from a Catholic and Jesuit perspective. This tier will also 

include a dedicated a course on diversity and engaging social values systems. This diversity course will 

be addressed by another task force. 

Beyond any content, the first tier is intended to prepare students to think about and analyze concrete 

situations in an integrated way. The first tier aims to introduce the wholeness of knowledge and its 

relevance for making change in the world. This tier should prepare students for the Core coursework 

that will follow the foundations. The courses that are a part of this first tier must take an 

interdisciplinary approach with a clear plan for that integration. Models for integration can include but 

are not limited to: team taught interdisciplinary courses; courses that are co-taught in which different 

units are combined with disciplinary experts teaching units tied to specific content; paired courses; to 

courses that introduce interdisciplinary approaches and are purposefully connected to other courses in 

the tier.  

This proposal should: 

- Address Core learning outcomes 1, 2, and 3   (http://www.marquette.edu/common-studies-

revision/documents/CoreofCommonStudiesStructurebwupdate.pdf) 

- Explain the plan to provide integration in meaningful ways for students 

- No specific courses have yet been identified; however, foundations courses are limited to 12 

total credits in total (This does not include the diversity course). 

- Provide a clear plan of assessment connected to overarching curriculum map for Core. 
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Specific Task Force Goal for Engaging Social Systems and Values: The engaging social systems and 

values component is a critical element for developing key skills that students need for completing the 

Core. The goal of this Core requirement is to prepare students to encounter different social systems and 

engage with other systems of value. This requirement should allow students to experience difference 

and lead them to work to create conditions for equality and inclusivity. An important element of this 

skill requires students to reflect upon and develop their capacity for engagement with others.  

Students will take one course within the first two years that emphasizes engagement with others. 

Faculty can propose either a list of courses to be included as an option for this requirement or can 

develop a proposal for a single course that will be taken by all students. Note this course will be included 

in the foundational tier. 

This proposal should: 

- Address Core Learning Outcome 4 (http://www.marquette.edu/common-studies-

revision/documents/CoreofCommonStudiesStructurebwupdate.pdf) 

- If the task force opts for a list of courses that can fulfill the requirement, it should be a relatively 

small and coherent list of courses that clearly address the learning outcome. 

- No specific courses have yet been identified; however, this is limited to a 3 credit requirement. 

- Provide a clear plan of assessment connected to overarching curriculum map for Core. 

 

Specific Task Force Goal for Discovery Courses: The overarching goal for this task force is to propose the 

means by which aims of the foundational tier of the revised Core structure can be realized. This group 

outlines the second of the three tiers in the Core.  This tier provides opportunities for students to apply 

disciplinary perspectives to a contemporary challenge or topic. These courses should draw upon the 

topics and perspectives of the foundations and ask students to make connections. Students should 

engage in discovery/research and continue an emphasis on communication, ethics, and developing 

sense of purpose. 

To understand relevance and application of the foundational Core learning and engage in 

interdisciplinary learning, students will choose an emphasis area or theme for their second tier 

requirement. Student will take 3-4 classes from a list of courses within that focus area. Each student 

must take one course with a humanistic/qualitative orientation and one with a scientific/quantitative 

orientation. 

This proposal should: 

- Address Core Learning Outcomes 5 and 6 (http://www.marquette.edu/common-studies-

revision/documents/CoreofCommonStudiesStructurebwupdate.pdf) 

- Reinforce outcomes 1, 2, 3, 4 

- Include a plan for choosing clusters/themes and for implementation 

- Explain the plan to provide integration in meaningful ways for students 

- No specific courses have yet been identified; however, discovery courses are limited to 12 total 

credits in total 

- Provide example of a potential theme or cluster 

- Provide a clear plan of assessment connected to overarching curriculum map for Core. 
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Specific Task Force Goal for Culminating Experience: This is the third tier of the Core curriculum. This 

course provides a moment in which students will be able to reflect on their Core learning, its connection 

to their majors, and to their world. The class will draw upon all 6 learning outcomes, provide a moment 

for students to reflect on their Core learning while also visioning how the Marquette experience 

positions them for plans and goals beyond the course. The course should include research and 

experiential components. 

Students will take a course that serves as a culminating experience. The task force can explore several 

options for delivering the culminating experience, including the augmentation of existing courses or 

developing a new University-wide course for all students. In any case, the requirement must meet all 

expectations of the Core culminating experience.  

This proposal should: 

- Reinforce all Core Learning Outcomes with an emphasis on outcomes 4, 5 and 6 

(http://www.marquette.edu/common-studies-

revision/documents/CoreofCommonStudiesStructurebwupdate.pdf) 

- Plan for evaluating and selecting culminating experiences 

- No specific courses have yet been identified; however, culminating experience is limited to 4 

credits in total 

- Include provisions for interdisciplinary learning and connection to majors 

- Include plan for reflection on all Core learning outcomes 

- Include an experiential component 

- Provide examples of culminating courses 

- Provide a clear plan of assessment connected to overarching curriculum map for Core. 
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